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Abstract. A long suspension bridge is often located within a unique wind environment, and s
winds at the site seldom attack the bridge at a right angle to its long axis. This paper thus investiga
buffeting response of long suspension bridges to skew winds. The conventional buffeting analysis
frequency domain is first improved to take into account skew winds based on the quasi-steady the
the oblique strip theory in conjunction with the finite element method and the pseudo-excitation m
The aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivatives of the Tsing Ma suspension bridge deck unde
winds, which are required in the improved buffeting analysis, are then measured in a wind tunne
specially designed test rigs. The field measurement data, which were recorded during Typhoon 
1999 by the Wind And Structural Health Monitoring System (WASHMS) installed on the Tsing Ma Bridge
analyzed to obtain both wind characteristics and buffeting responses. Finally, the field measured b
responses of the Tsing Ma Bridge are compared with those from the computer simulation using the im
method and the aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivatives measured under skew winds. The com
is found satisfactory in general.

Key words: long suspension bridge, skew wind, buffeting analysis, wind tunnel test, aerodyn
coefficient, flutter derivative, field measurement, Typhoon Sam, comparison

1. Introduction

To meet the economic, social and recreational needs of the community for safe and e
transportation systems, more and more long suspension bridges have been built through
world in recent years. The safety and reliability of long suspension bridges under strong wind
attract increasing attention. To monitor the health status of the bridges and to collect the
measurement data for the verification of analytical processes used in wind-resistant design
and structural health monitoring systems have also been installed in several long span 
supported bridges (e.g., Lau et al. 1998). The recent field measurement data recorded by the “W
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And Structural Health Monitoring System” (WASHMS) installed on the Tsing Ma suspen
bridge in Hong Kong by the Hong Kong Highways Department during typhoons manifested
mean wind directions often deviated from the normal of the bridge span (Xu et al. 2000a). Wind
characteristics, including mean wind speed and turbulence intensity, varied along the 
longitudinal axis.

The analytical method for the prediction of buffeting response of long suspension bridges 
frequencies domain, which originated in the works of Scanlan and Gade (1977), has evolved
last ten years to include the contributions from multi-modes and inter-modes of vibration, the effects
of lateral flutter derivatives, and others (Jones et al. 1998, Katsuchi et al. 1999, Xu et al. 2000b).
Though this approach is very sophisticated, it assumes that mean wind is coming at a right a
the longitudinal axis of the bridge deck. This leads to some technical difficulties in perform
satisfactory comparison of buffeting response between field measurement and analysis. Some
have also been made to take skew winds into consideration in the buffeting analysis of bridge
and Tanaka 1991, Kimura and Tanaka 1992), but they were all based on the decomp
approach (cosine or sine rules). Wind tunnel tests (Tanaka and Davenport 1982), however, r
that the decomposition approach underestimated the buffeting response of bridges under yaw
and it might not truly reflect the effects of skew winds on buffeting response.

In this connection, the conventional buffeting analysis of long span suspension bridges 
frequency domain is first improved in this study to take into account skew winds based o
quasi-steady theory and the oblique strip theory in conjunction with the finite element metho
the pseudo excitation method. The aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivatives of a t
oblique strip model of the Tsing Ma suspension bridge deck under skew winds are then meas
a wind tunnel using specially designed test rigs. The field measurement data, which were re
during Typhoon Sam in 1999 on the Tsing Ma Bridge by the WASHMS, are analyzed to o
both wind characteristics and bridge buffeting responses. The field-measured buffeting respo
the Tsing Ma Bridge are finally compared with those from the computer simulation using
improved method together with the aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivatives measured
skew winds and some empirical formulae for aerodynamic admittance functions and cross spe
wind turbulence.

2. Buffeting analysis of bridge under skew winds

In the improved buffeting analysis, the three-dimensional finite element approach is employ
establish the governing equation of motion of the entire bridge under skew winds. The formul
the spectral matrix of buffeting forces on bridge deck, towers and cable under skew wind
derived based on the quasi-steady theory and the oblique strip theory. The pseudo-excitation 
is then employed to solve the equations of motion in the frequency domain. With the imp
method, not only the effects of skew wind but also the effects of multi-mode, inter-mode
spatial-mode can be properly taken into account. Moreover, the interaction between bridge deck 
towers and cables can be naturally included.

2.1. Governing equation of motion for buffeting due to skew winds

Under the framework of finite element approach, the governing equation of motion of a
suspension bridge under skew winds can be expressed
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where M s, Cs and Ks are, respectively, the  mass, damping and stiffness matrices of the en
bridge; Cse and Kse are, respectively, the  aeroelastic damping and stiffness matrices refe
to the bridge under skew winds; F b(t) is the buffeting force vector of N dimensions due to skew
winds; and ∆∆∆∆(t) is the global nodal displacement vector of N dimensions.

2.2. Spectral matrix of buffeting forces due to skew winds

When employing the finite element method to describe the vibration problem of a large str
and to derive the spectral matrix of buffeting forces due to skew winds, a set of coordinate s
should be properly established. A global structural coordinate system XYZ should be set up to
consider the overall dynamic equilibrium conditions of the structure. A global wind coord
system XuYvZw is required to define the mean wind velocity and turbulent wind components. 
two global coordinate systems are then correlated through the global wind yaw angle
inclination. Fig. 1(a) shows a combination of the XYZ-system and the Xu YvZw - system. The axis Xu

is set along the direction of the mean wind . The axis Yv is parallel to the X-Y plane. The axis Zw

is upward and perpendicular to the axes Xu and Yv following the right-hand rule. The positive
directions of the three axes Xu, Yv and Zw represent the positive directions of velocity fluctuatio
u(t), v(t), and w(t), respectively. The angles β0 and θ0 are used to define the global yaw angle a
inclination of the mean wind  with respect to the XYZ-system.

With the use of the finite element method, a local structural coordinate system xyz, referring to
the static equilibrium position of the bridge, is required for each element to define the matric
elemental mass, stiffness, damping, and loading. Furthermore, the aerodynamic coefficien
flutter derivatives of the bridge components under skew winds are measured through wind 
tests, in which wind yaw angle and inclination are often defined with respect to local wind
reference coordinate systems. The measured coefficients are then expressed as the function
mean wind yaw angle and inclination. Thus, it is necessary to introduce a local reference coo
qph-system and a local wind coordinate -system. Fig. 1(b) shows two local coord
systems. The angles  and  are used to define the local yaw angle and inclination of the
wind  in the qph-system. The angles  and  are, respectively, the local yaw angle

M s∆∆∆∆·· t( ) Cs Cse
+( )∆∆∆∆· t( ) Ks Kse

+( )∆∆∆∆ t( )+ + F b t( )=

N N×
N N×

U

U

qph
β θ

U β t( ) θ t( )

Fig. 1 Global and local coordinate systems
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inclination of the transient wind speed V(t) in the qph-system.
It is not difficult to establish the  transformation matrix TLrGw from the XuYvZw-system to the

qph-system. Then, the local yaw angle and inclination  and  and their increments ∆β (t) and
∆θ (t) in the qph-system can be derived and expressed as follows after a linearization.

(2)

(3)

(4)

where ∆β(t) and ∆θ(t) are the time-dependent increments of the local yaw angle and inclina
due to the fluctuations of wind velocity; and tij is the element of the i-th row and j-th column of the
matrix TLrGw. The aerodynamic forces acting on the structural element due to the transient
speed V(t) can then be expressed as the function of ∆β(t), ∆θ (t), u(t), v(t), w(t), , and the
aerodynamic coefficients of the element with respect to  and . Finally, by ignoring the 
linear terms of u(t), v( t) and w(t) and performing a series of coordinate transformations, 
spectral matrix of the buffeting forces due to skew winds in the global structural coordinate s
can be found

(5)

where Saa(ω) is the spectral matrix of wind fluctuations; Pb(ω) is the matrix of the aerodynamic
coefficients in a global sense under skew winds. The superscripts “ * ” and “T” represent the matrix
operation of conjugation and transpose, respectively. The expression of Pb(ω ) can be written as

(6)

(7)

where m is the number of the total elements on which the buffeting forces need to be acco
 is the  matrix of local aerodynamic coefficients of the ith element;  is the

 transformation matrix from the local wind coordinates system  to the local struc
coordinate system xyz for the ith element;  is the  matrix of the displacement interpolat
functions of the ith element as used in the conventional finite element method;  is

 transformation matrix from the local xyz-system to the global XYZ-system for the ith
element; and  is the  matrix with its elements being either zero or un
locate the matrix  at the proper position in the global matrix Pb(ω). N is the number of the
total degrees of freedom of the whole bridge. The matrix  is the function of the air de
ρ, the mean wind speed at the center of the element , the element width Bi , the aerodynamic
coefficients and their derivatives of the element under skew winds, the coordinate transform
matrix TLrGw, and others. The resulting expression is rather complicated. If the local refe

3 3×
β θ

β sin 1– t11– t11
2 t21

2+⁄( ); θ sin 1–= t31( )=

∆β t( ) β t( ) β t11t22 t12t21–( ) t11
2 t21

2+( )⁄[ ]v t( )
U

--------- t11t23 t13t21–( ) t11
2 t21

2+( )⁄[ ]w t( )
U

----------+≈–=

∆θ t( ) θ t( ) θ t32 t11
2 t21

2+⁄( )v t( )
U

--------- t33 t11
2 t21

2+⁄( )w t( )
U

----------+≈–=

U
β θ

SFF
b P

b*

ω( )Saa ω( )PbT

ω( )=

Pb ω( ) T1P1
b ω( ) T2P2

b ω( ) … TmPm
b ω( ), , ,[ ]=

Pi
b ω( ) TGsLs i, Ñ i

TTLsLw i, A i
b ω( )=

A i
b ω( ) 6 3× TLsLw i,

6 6× qph
Ñ i 6 12×

TGsLs i,
12 12×

T i i 1 … m, ,=( ) N 12×
Pi

b ω( )
A i

b ω( )
Ui
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coordinate system is the same as the global structural coordinate systems, i.e.,  and 
the matrix  can be reduced as:

(8)

where , , , ,  and  are, respectively, the coefficients of cross, drag, an
forces and pitching, rolling and yawing moments with respect to the local wind coordinate sy
and .  are  the partial derivatives of the corresponding coefficients with respe
the yaw angle β and inclination angle θ.  (f = , , , , , ; r=u, v, w) are
the 18 aerodynamic admittance functions. 

2.3. Aeroelastic stiffness and damping matrices of bridge under skew winds

To determine the aeroelastic stiffness and damping matrices of the entire bridge under skew
for the governing equation of motion Eq. (1), the aeroelastic stiffness and damping matrices 
kth element in the local structural coordinate xyz-system should be derived first based on the se
excited forces which are often expressed in terms of the Scanlan’s flutter derivatives. Sinc
investigation concerns skew winds, the Scanlan’s flutter derivatives are measured from the
tunnel tests of oblique deck segments under skew winds. Thus, they are not only the function
reduced frequency but also the function of the local mean wind yaw and inclination. Theoret
there should be six components of the aeroelastic forces/moments but only the pitching m

, drag  and lift  are generally regarded to be important to the buffeting resp
prediction of the bridge (Scanlan and Gade 1977). These self-excited forces in the local ref
coordinate system can be expressed as

(9)

where

(10)

(11)

β β0= θ θ0=
A i

b ω( )

A i
b ω( ) ρUi

2
---------

2BCCq
χCqu B CDp

– CL
h
tanθ0 CCq

′β θ0cos⁄+ +( )χCv BCCq

′θ χCqw

2BCDp
χDpu B CDq

CDp

′β+ θ0cos⁄( )χDpv B CL
h

– CDp

′θ+( )χDpw

2BCL
h
χL

h
u B C– Cq

θ0tan CL
h

′β+ θ0cos⁄( )χL
h
v B CDp

CL
h

′θ+( )χL
h
w

2B2CMαχMαu B2 C– M γ
CM

φ
θ0tan +C

Mα

′β+ θ0cos⁄( )χMα v B2CMα

′θ χMαw ω( )

2B2CM γ χM γ u B2 CMα
CM γ

′β+ θ0cos⁄( )χM γ v B2 CMφ
– CM γ

′θ+( )χM γ w

2B2CMφ
χMφu B2 C– Mα

θ0tan CMφ

′β+ θ0cos⁄( )χMφv B2 CM γ
CMφ

′θ+( )χMφw
i

=

CCq
CDp

CL
h

CMα
CM γ

CMφ

qph ( )′β ( )′θ

χfr ω( ) Cq Dp Lh Mα M γ M φ

Mα
se Dp

se Lh
se

f r k,
se β θ K, ,( ) AS k, β θ K, ,( )δδδδLr k, AD k,+ β θ K, ,( )δδδδ·Lr k,=

f r k,
se Mα

se Dp
se Lh

se, ,( )k
T=

δδδδLr k, δα δp δh, ,( )k
T δδδδ·Lr k, δ·α δ·p δ·h, ,( )k

T
=,=
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(13)

where δp(t) and δh(t) are the dynamic displacements along the axis p and the axis h and δα(t) is
the dynamic angular displacement about the axis q; each over-dot denotes one order of part
differentiation with respect to time; B is the characteristic width of the true cross section of 
bridge segment; K=Bω /  is the reduced frequency; ω is the circular frequency; and 

 and  (i = 1, ..., 6) are the flutter derivatives of the oblique bridge
segment and they are the function of the local mean wind yaw angle  and inclination  as w
the reduced frequency K or the reduced velocity . It should be noted that the ab
aeroelastic pitching moment , drag , and lift  refer to the local reference coordinateqph-
system of the bridge deck segment though the flutter derivatives are measured from the 
segment. These are consistent with the motions of the bridge deck as well as the wind 
measurements of flutter derivatives described in the next section. 

By using the principle of virtual work and the coordinate transformation matrices, the aeroe
stiffness and damping matrices for the element in the local structural coordinate xyz-system can be
first found from the self-excited forces in Eq. (9) in the local reference coordinate system
aeroelastic stiffness and damping matrices for the element in the local structural coordinatxyz-
system can then be transformed to the global structural coordinate XYZ-system. Finally, the global
aeroelastic stiffness and damping matrices in Eq. (1) in the global structural coordinate syste
be obtained by assembling the aeroelastic stiffness and damping matrices for all the element
same way as the assemblage of the global structural stiffness and damping matrices fr
elemental structural stiffness and damping matrices. The information on the application o
pseudo-excitation method to find the solution of Eq. (1) can be referred to Sun et al. (1999).

3. Aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivatives of bridge deck under skew
winds

To carry out the comparison of buffeting response of the Tsing Ma suspension bridge unde
winds between field measurement and analysis, the aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivative
of the bridge deck under skew winds have to be measured through wind tunnel tests. Th
special test rigs and the models of a typical deck section were designed. The tests were car
in the TJ-2 Wind Tunnel of the State Key Laboratory for Disaster Reduction in Civil Engineeri
Tongji University, Shanghai. The following is only a brief description to the wind tunnel tes
order to facilitate the understanding of this systematic study. The detail information on the des
sectional models, the development of test rigs and measurement systems, and the analysi
results can be found in Zhu et al. (2002a, 2002b). 

AS k, β θ K, ,( ) 1
2
---ρU

2
K2

B2A3
* BA6

* BA4
*

BP3
* P4

* P6
*

BH3
* H6

* H4
*

β θ K, ,( )

=

AD k, β θ K, ,( ) 1
2
---ρUBK

B2A2
* BA5

* BA1
*

BP2
* P1

* P5
*

BH2
* H5

* H1
*

β θ K, ,( )

=

U Pi
* β θ K, ,( )

Hi
* β θ K, ,( ) Ai

* β θ K, ,( )
β θ

2π K⁄
Mα

se Dp
se Lh

se
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3.1. Aerodynamic coefficients of bridge deck under skew winds

Different from traditional wind tunnel tests for measuring aerodynamic coefficients of a b
deck under normal wind, a sectional model of parallelogram was used in this study to m
aerodynamic coefficients of a bridge deck under skew winds. The oblique sectional mode
installed vertically in the wind tunnel (see Fig. 2). The geometric scale of the deck sectional 
of the Tsing Ma Bridge was set as 1:100. To avoid 3D flow effects around the two ends 
oblique sectional model, two surrounding segments (the upper segment and the lower se
were introduced and each was mounted close to one end of, but free from any touch 
sectional model (the measured segment). To accommodate a few yaw angles in the test us
sectional model, two adjustable parts were designed and placed between the top part and the
part and between the bottom part and the middle part of the model separately. Each adjusta
consisted of four small triangle wedges used to adjust the middle part to from a measured s
and the top and bottom parts to form the upper and lower surrounding segments for five des
yaw angles ( =0o, 5o, 13o, 20o and 31o). The bottom part of the model was mounted rigidly on t
turning table of the wind tunnel through a special apparatus that could be adjusted to me
desired yaw angle. The desired angle of inclination was realized by rotating the turning tab
enrich the database for generating curves of aerodynamic coefficients, it was decided that the
was tested under a wide combination of yaw angles from 0o to 34o at an interval of 1o or 2o and
inclined angles from -10o to +10o at an interval of 1o. For the other mean wind yaw angles arou
one of the five major yaw angles, only the model was adjusted to the targeted mean win
angle while the model end angle remains unchanged. 

The six aerodynamic forces/moments applied on the test segment were measured by 
balance of six components. The tests were carried out under a mean wind of 15 m/s. The m
forces/moments were then used to calculate the aerodynamic coefficients with respect to th
wind coordinates  and the true width of the cross section. Fig. 3 shows the results at 

β

qph

Fig. 2 Configuration of deck sectional model for
aerodynamic coefficient measurement

Fig. 3 Effects of inclination on aerodynamic
coefficients
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angle of 29.15o obtained by the curve fitting and proper interpolation of the measured data. F
displays variations of drag, lift, and pitching moment coefficients with yaw angle. It was fo
from the measured results that the drag, lift, and pitching moment coefficients were much 
than the crosswind force, rolling moment, and yawing moment coefficients even at a large
angle of 31o. It is seen from Fig. 4 that the variation of lift coefficient with yaw angle is small. T
value of drag coefficient, however, decreases with increasing yaw angle whereas the va
pitching moment increases with increasing yaw angle. It was also found that the coefficie
aerodynamic forces along the model axes p and h, and aerodynamic moment around the model q-
axis did not comply with the traditional cosine rule, particularly for large yaw angle cases. 

3.2. Flutter derivatives of bridge deck under skew winds

To facilitate the investigation of flutter derivatives of the bridge deck under skew winds
dynamic sectional deck model was designed as an oblique strip composed of five major par
middle part, two end parts, and two support arms between the middle and end parts. The le
the middle part was 2.407 m for a 1/100 geometric scale and it remained unchanged in all th
The two end parts of the model were trapezoidal and its length changed with yaw angle desi
The two ends of the model were always kept in parallel to the incident wind in the wind tunn
different wind yaw angles. The oblique sectional model was suspended in the wind tunne
eight helical springs via the two support arms as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Effects of yaw angle on aerodynamic coefficients
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The test sectional model simulated the 1st symmetric vertical bending mode of vibration a
1st symmetric torsional mode of vibration of the Bridge (Xu et al. 1997). The coupled 2DOF free
decay vibration was performed to identify the eight Scanlan’s flutter derivatives  and
( i=1,2,3,4) in conjunction with the unifying least square method (Gu et al. 2000). Seven model
inclinations ( =0o, ±2o, ±3o, ±5o) and five yaw angles ( =0o, 5o, 13o, 20o, 31o) were considered,
resulting in a total of 35 cases with respect to the model position. For each given positio
model was given a series of coupled 2DOF free vibrations corresponding to a series of wind 
to obtain flutter derivative curves as a function of reduced velocity. 

The test data of flutter derivatives for a given model position were interpolated/extrapolate
fitted to generate the design curves of eight flutter derivatives  and  (i=1,2,3,4). Fig. 6 shows
the flutter derivative  measured at an inclination =5o for yaw angles =0o, =5o, =13o,

=20o, and =31o. Fig. 7 depicts the flutter derivatives  measured at an inclination =3o for
yaw angles =0o, =5o, =13o, =20o, and =31o. It was found from the measured results th

Ai
* Hi

*

θ β

Hi
* Ai

*

A2
* θ β β β

β β H4
* θ

β β β β β

Fig. 5 Test model for flutter derivative measurement

Fig. 6 Flutter derivative curves A2
* Fig. 7 Flutter derivative curves (H4

* )
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the effects of wind yaw angle on the flutter derivatives H1
* , H2

* , H3
* , A2

*  and A3
*  were in general

not conspicuous in the range of lower reduced velocity, but became considerable in the ra
higher reduced velocity. The flutter derivatives ,  and , however, oscillated remark
with reduced velocity and were affected by yaw angle within the whole range of reduced ve
The critical wind speed of the Tsing Ma Bridge might not increase with increasing wind yaw a
For example, based on the single-degree-of-freedom torsional flutter theory, the results prese
Fig. 6 indicate that the lowest critical wind speed takes place first at =5o and then =20o, 13o, 0o,
and 31o in an ascending order. This means that the lowest critical wind speed could occur 
mean wind deviated from the normal of the bridge axis. It was also found that major f
derivatives estimated by the empirical formulae based on the skew wind theory (Scanlan 
deviated considerably from the measured results (Zhu et al. 2002b).

4. Field measurements of Tsing Ma Bridge during Typhoon Sam

4.1. Tsing Ma Bridge and WASHMS

The Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong is the longest suspension bridge in the world carrying a
three-lane highway on the upper level of the bridge deck and two railway tracks and
carriageways on the lower level within the bridge deck. The alignment of bridge deck deviates
the east-west axis for about 17o in anti-clockwise. The typical section of the bridge deck is 41
wide and 7.643 m high. The two bridge towers of 206 m high are made of pre-stressed co
The east bridge tower sits on the northwest shoreline of Tsing Yi Island, called the Tsing Yi 
while the west bridge tower sits on Ma Wan Island, called the Ma Wan tower (see Fig. 8).

To monitor the health status of the Tsing Ma Bridge, a instrumentation system called the
And Structural Health Monitoring System (WASHMS) was installed in the bridge by the H
Kong Highways Department (Lau et al. 1998). The WASHMS has seven types of sensors includ
six sets of anemometer and 24 uni-axial servo type accelerometers. Two digital ultra
anemometers (AneU), called Gill Wind Master Ultrasonic Anemometer, were installed on the 

H4
* A1

* A4
*

β β

Fig. 8 Locations of anemometers and accelerometers
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side and south side, respectively, of the bridge deck at the middle main span (75.314
elevation). They are specified as WITJN01 and WITJS01 in Figs. 8 and 9. Each ultra
anemometer can measure three components of wind velocity simultaneously. Two an
mechanical anemometers (AneM) were located at two sides of the bridge deck near the mi
the Ma Wan side span (62.944 m in elevation), specified as WITBN01 at the north side and WITB
the south side in Figs. 8 and 9. Each analogue mechanical anemometer consists of a h
component, called RM YOUNG 05106 Horizontal Anemometer, and a vertical component, n
as RM YOUNG 27106 Vertical Anemometer. Another two analogue mechanical anemometers (A
of horizontal component only were arranged over the top of each bridge tower (217.084 m in elev
They are specified as WITPT01 for the Tsing Yi tower and WITET01 for the Ma Wan tower in Fi

The servo-type accelerometers are of the brand Allied Signal Aerospace Q-Flex QA70
shown in Fig. 8, three different types of arrangement for acceleration measurement are used
system. AccT represents the Tri-axial measurement by using three uni-axial accelerometers as
perpendicularly to each other, which was mounted at the position ABTGC on the south-cable 
the position ATTAA on the Ma Wan Anchorage. AccB indicates the Bi-axial measurement by 
two uni-axial accelerometers assembled perpendicularly to each other, which was installed
south-cable positions ABTCC, ABTLC and ABTQC. AccU means the Uni-axial measuremen
using only one accelerometer to give signal in one prescribed direction. A total of 12 uni
accelerometers are used in AccU measurement, which was arranged at the four deck s
(ATTID, ATTJD, ATTFD and ATTBD). At each section, there are two accelerometers, horizon
separated with 13 m, measuring acceleration in the vertical direction and one acceler
measuring acceleration in the lateral direction, as shown in Fig. 9. 

4.2. Typhoon Sam

After developed at about 680 km east-northeast of Manila on 19 August 1999, the tr
depression Sam moved west-northwestwards over the Pacific and intensified into a tropical s
that night. It then moved north-westly towards the coast of Guangdong and became a typhoo
late morning of 22 August near Hong Kong. Typhoon Sam finally made landfall over the ea
part of Sai Kung in Hong Kong at around 6 p.m. on 22 August. Following landfall, Sam trav
the northeastern part of the New Territories at a speed of about 25 km/h and crossed into Sh

Fig. 9 Positions of sensors on cross section of bridge deck
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and then weakened gradually over inland Guangdong on 23 August (see Fig. 10). Hong
Observatory recorded a maximum hourly-mean wind speed of about 27 m/s and a maximu
wind speed of about 41 m/s at a 75 m height at Waglan Island during the passage of Typhoo
The lowest instantaneous pressure at mean sea level was recorded as 979.0 hPa.

The WASHMS timely recorded wind velocity and bridge buffeting responses. The sam
frequency for wind velocity was 2.56 Hz and the cut-off frequency was 1.28 Hz. The sam
frequency of acceleration response was 25.6 Hz and the cut-off frequency was 12.8 Hz.

4.3. Measured wind data

After a careful examination of all the measured wind velocity time histories, one-hour reco
wind velocity between 14:11 to 15:11 Hong Kong Time (HKT) on 22 Aug. 1999 was selecte
the analysis. During this period, incident wind blew to the Tsing Ma Bridge from the direction
to the north. Therefore, the wind data recorded by the anemometers at the south side of the
deck were contaminated by the bridge deck itself and were not suitable for the analysis of 
wind structures. Due to the technical reason, the mechanical anemometers installed at the d
the top of the towers failed to record the wind azimuth. As a result, wind characteristics of Typ
Sam surrounding the bridge could be extracted only from the wind speed time histories recor
the three-component ultrasonic anemometer installed on the north side of the bridge deck
mid-span. By analyzing the three components of the recorded wind velocity, it was found th
hourly-mean wind speed was about 17.1 m/s and the mean wind blew from north-northeas
global hourly-mean wind yaw angle β0 and inclination θ0 were, respectively, -29.15o and 2.25o. The
time histories of fluctuating wind speeds u( t), v(t) and w( t) in the longitudinal (along-wind),
lateral, and upward directions were also extracted from the measured three components o
velocity. It was found that the turbulence intensities were about 18.6%, 20.4% and 14.5%, fou(t),

Fig. 10 Tracks of typhoon sam
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v( t) and w(t), respectively, and the corresponding integral scales of turbulence were 228 m, 1
and 84 m based on the Taylor’s hypothesis. The spectral analysis was performed to find the o
normalized auto spectra of fluctuating wind speeds u(t), v(t) and w(t). The co-spectra and
quadrature spectra between every two of the three fluctuating wind speeds were also analyz
curve fitting of non-linear least squares was carried out for all the measured spectra.

4.4. Measured bridge acceleration responses

To be consistent with wind analysis, only the acceleration response data recorded from 14:11
15:11 HKT on 22 August 1999 were analyzed. They included the lateral, vertical and tor

Fig. 11 Comparison between measured and computed RMS acceleration responses of bridge de
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accelerations at the three deck sections in the main span (ATTJD, ATTID and ATTFD) an
deck section in the Ma Wan side span (ATTBD). They also included the lateral and ve
acceleration responses at the four cable sections (ABTQC, ABTLC, ATTGC, and ABTCC) an
longitudinal acceleration response at ATTGC. It is noted that when computing the buff
response of the Tsing Ma Bridge in the frequency domain, a lower bound and an upper bo
frequency should be set. This depends on how many modes of vibration should be included
computation and what is the valid frequency range for flutter derivatives obtained from wind t
tests. In this study, the upper bound of frequency used in the computation was 0.75 Hz, w
higher than the 45th natural frequency (0.7062 Hz) of the bridge. The lower bound of freq
used in the computation was set as 0.025 Hz because the flutter derivatives measured from t
tunnel are available only for the reduced velocity lower than 18, namely, only for the frequ

Fig. 12 Comparison between measured and computed RMS acceleration responses of bridge cab
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higher than 0.0232 Hz when the mean wind speed is 17.1 m/s and the deck width is 
Therefore, to have a reasonable comparison between computed and measured buffeting re
the measured response time histories should go through a digital bandpass filter with the
lower and upper bounds of frequency used in the computation. The RMS acceleration res
were then calculated using the filtered response time histories. The resulted root mean 
(RMS) acceleration responses are plotted in Fig. 11 for the bridge deck and in Fig. 12 for the
cable. The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) method was used to identify the modal damping 
from the measured acceleration responses (Chen et al. 2002). The first modal damping ratio of th
Bridge was found to be1.0% in the lateral motion, 2.2% in the vertical motion, and 0.44% i
torsion.

5. Comparison between computed and measured buffeting responses

5.1. Input data

To perform a comparison between the measured and computed buffeting responses of th
Ma Bridge, the buffeting response of the Tsing Ma Bridge under skew wind during Typhoon
between 14:11 to 15:11 HKT on 22 August, 1999 was computed using the analytical m
proposed in this study. The first 45 modes of vibration of the Bridge were included in the buf
analysis. The modal damping ratios identified from the measured response time histories wer
The measured mean wind speed of 17.1 m/s at the elevation of 75.314 m with the global yaw
of -29.15o and the global inclination of 2.25o were used as input wind parameters. The mean w
speed and direction were considered to be uniform along the bridge deck in the compu
According to the Hong Kong code of practice on wind effects, the power low with the expone
0.33 was adopted to describe the mean wind profile. The auto-spectra and the cross-spectra
fluctuating wind speed components were taken as the fitted curves to the measured spec
friction velocity u*  was estimated as 1.69 m/s from the measured horizontal shear stress
exponential decay coefficients for the determination of the root-coherence functions could not b
estimated from the field measurement and were taken as those suggested by Simiu and 
(1996). The phase spectra were also not available and thus they were taken as zero.

The aerodynamic coefficients of the bridge deck, tower legs, and tower transverse 
measured from the wind tunnel tests under yaw winds were used in the buffeting analysis. 
the coefficients of drag and crosswind forces of the main cables under skew winds, the for
based on the traditional cosine rule were employed in the analysis. The aerodynamic forces
bridge hangers (suspenders) were neglected because they were very small. To include the e
aeroelastic forces in the buffeting analysis, the eight flutter derivatives of the bridge deck me
under skew winds were used in the computation. The flutter derivatives of , , , 

 were not available from the wind tunnel tests and hence the formulae based on the quas
theory were employed in the analysis. The rest five flutter derivatives were considered insign
to the bridge buffeting response and neglected in the computation. Furthermore, there w
measurement data available on the aerodynamic admittance functions of the Tsing Ma Bridg
empirical formulae and other measures had to be used. For the bridge tower components in
tower legs and transverse beams, the aerodynamic admittance functions were set to unity. 
main cables, the formula suggested by Vickery (1966) for the aerodynamic admittance funct
circular cylinder was used. For the bridge deck, the aerodynamic admittance functions propo

P1
* P3

* P5
* H5

*

A5
*
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Davenport (1962) were employed for the 9 aerodynamic admittance functions associated w
drag, crosswind force, and yawing moment of the bridge deck. The other 9 admittance fun
associated with the lift, pitching moment, and rolling moment were set to unity. 

5.2. Comparison of acceleration response of bridge deck

From the computed acceleration response spectra of the bridge deck, the RMS acce
responses of the bridge deck could be obtained by the integration of the spectra in the fre
domain. The frequency range for the integration was from 0.025 Hz to 0.75 Hz in order to h
fair comparison. The computed RMS acceleration responses of the bridge deck are plotted 
11 for the lateral, vertical, and torsional vibrations, respectively. The RMS acceleration resp
measured at the four specified deck sections are also plotted in Fig. 11 for the compariso
measured RMS acceleration responses were directly obtained from the measured accelerat
histories rather than the integration of the power spectra but the bandpass filter was applied b
0.025 Hz and 0.75 Hz to have a fair comparison.

It is seen from Fig. 11 that for the main span, the computed RMS acceleration responses
bridge deck in the lateral, vertical and torsional directions all are close to the measured resul
relative differences are less than 25%. For the Ma Wan side span, the computed RMS acce
responses in the lateral and vertical directions are also close to the measured ones, but
torsional vibration the relative difference between the computed and measured RMS respons
high as 139%.

5.3. Comparison of acceleration response of bridge cable

The comparison between the computed and measured RMS acceleration responses of t
cable is shown in Fig. 12 for the lateral, vertical, and longitudinal vibration, respectively. A 
agreement is seen between the computed and measured RMS acceleration responses for th
and longitudinal vibration of the cable in the main span and for the lateral and vertical vibrati
the free cable in the Tsing Yi side span. The relative differences between the compute
measured RMS responses are less than 8.1%. For the lateral acceleration of the main span c
computed RMS acceleration responses also agree with the measured results with the differen
than 20%. However, for the cable section ABTCC in the Ma Wan side span, the differ
between the computed and measured RMS responses are significant for both the lateral and
vibrations with the relative differences of 46.3% and 35.1%, respectively. This trend is cons
with the comparative results of the bridge deck.

6. Concluding remarks

In this study, wind structures and buffeting responses measured by the Wind and Structural
Monitoring System (WASHMS) installed on the Tsing Ma Bridge during Typhoons Sam w
analyzed. An improved frequency-domain method for buffeting analysis of long suspension b
under skew winds was presented. A series of wind tunnel tests were performed to meas
aerodynamic coefficients and flutter derivatives of the bridge deck under skew winds using inno
test rigs developed for this study. The comparison of buffeting response of the Tsing Ma B
during Typhoon Sam was carried out between the computed results using the improved meth
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those measured on the Bridge. The comparison was found satisfactory in general. 
To have a deep understanding of skew wind effects and a higher confidence of the im

method for buffeting analysis, extensive parametric studies are being conducted by taking the
Ma suspension bridge as a background. The preliminary results show that within a range o
yaw angles  and wind inclinations , the maximum displacement response of the b
deck occurs at about  (yaw angle) and 4o (inclination) in the vertical direction, about 5o (yaw
angle) and −2o (inclination) in the lateral direction, and about 0o (yaw angle) and −2o (inclination)
in the torsional direction.

It should be pointed out that in this study, some key information regarding the modelin
aerodynamic forces such as admittance functions was not quantified through wind tunnel te
the Tsing Ma Bridge. The field measurement data regarding wind characteristics wer
comprehensive, such as the lack of spatial correlation of turbulent winds. Thus, more
measurements with improved monitoring systems and more comparisons having measured aero
admittance functions should be carried out in the future. Furthermore, for demonstrating the
of the proposed analytical framework, comparison with buffeting response of a scaled aero
bridge model under simulated skew wind conditions in a wind tunnel will be carried out in 
future.
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